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WHAT IT'S ABOUT
rap shooting has been a sport
in the US since 1793. Then,
hunters usedreal birds, usually
pigeons,to hone their skills during offhunting season.They would place the
birds underneath a big cowboy hat,
and attach a long string to it. When
the shooteris ready,he will yell, "Pull".
The person holding on to the string
would yank the hat and release the
pigeons. Now, shooters still begin the
gameby shouting "Pull". But instead of
live pigeons,the targets are now bright,
orange circular discs.
I met up with Patrick Chen, who
is one of the four licenced coaches
at Bukit Timah Gun Club and the
honorary treasurer of Singapore Gun
Club. Patrickhas fouryears of shooting
experienceand is one of the club's top
marksmen. Feeling slightly pressured,
I listened intently as Patrick walked
me through a compulsory 15-minute
qoqcinn

Getting kitted
Holding a 4kg, l2-gauge shotgun
was quite thrilling for me. The gun,
measuring 120cm long, felt very solid
in my hands. Patrick explained that
"72 gange"
refers to the calibre of the
gun, or the measurement of the inside
diameter of the barrel in inches. I
had visions of myself running around
Rambo-style, with dirt smeared on my
face. But in reality, trap shooting is a
rather civilised affair. Patrick handed
me a vest with shoulder padding to
absorb recoil from the shotgun, and
earmuffs to protect my ears.
Before I could start shooting, I had
to learn how to stand, that is, with my
body 45 degrees to the gun, and with 70
per cent of my weight on my left forward
leg. This leg is now my rotating point

t
for all my movements. Hoisting the gun,
I placed its barrel snugly between my
shoulder and collar bone and rested the
hollow of my cheekbone squarely on the
stock of the gun. I was in my optimum
position and ready to fire.
There are five different stations,
each ofthem is 16m from the trap house
that releases the targets. You begin a
"Pull",
round by calling,
taking aim and
shooting your first target. At the club,
the coach presses a button on a remote
control to release the targets. Each
shooter gets five rounds at each station
- atotalof2S rounds in all. Targets are
launched at random angles and their
oscillation tests your reflexes as you
have to move left to right continuously
to shoot them.
"Pull!"
I yelled. An orange disc
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I hadvisions
of myselfrunningaroundRambo-style,
withdirt smearedon myface.Butin reality,
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flew out ofthe trap and I squeezedthe
trigger... and missed.. . again and again.
Finally, after six rounds, I managed to
hit one target. It was very satisfying to
see it smash into smithereens! There
wasrt't much recoil, thankfully, and even
though the gun shots were loud, my ears
were well-protected by earmuffs. I can
see why some people practise for 200
rounds tirelessly.
I fired a total ofsix shots during the
15 minutes I was there. That wasn't
much comparedto 50 qhots these guys
make in an hour. Honing a sense of
dead-on precision aside, I could tell
that a big part oftrap shooting also lies
in building good upper-body strength.
My arms were trembling from bearing
the weight of the shotgun. It was a
great experience playing GI Jane, and
I walked away feeling quite empowered.
The goodthing: no pigeonswere harmed
for this story.
Dress code
T-shirt, jeans and comfortable shoes
will suffice. A padded shooting vest
will be provided to let you keep your
ammunition and protect your shoulder
from gun recoil, which, by the way, is
very slight.

Pearlinlearns
the ropesfrom
the veteran.
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Skills needed
Good motor coordination and reflexes
are a bonus. Sharp eyesight will also
carry you far.
The payoff
A lot of satisfaction is gained from
hitting your targets and you will also
get strong shoulders and arms from
lifting the shotguns.
Whereto learn
The Bukit Timah Gun Club is located
at 127-KRifle RangeRoad(offDunearn
Road).It costs$65 for non-membersfor
one hour of training. The fee includes
insurance, ammunition (25 rounds) as
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well as coachand range fees.Corporate
classesare alsoavailable.Call64GG-8I24
or e-mail gunclub@singaporegunclub.
com for more information.
Report card
Fun factor: 7110Holding and shooting
a shotgun is very exciting, and evenmore
so if you manage to hit your targets.
Warning: It can be highly addictive!
Fit factor:2/t0 Much of the action is
arm and sight dependent. Unless you do
at least 100 rounds, you won't work up
much of a sweat.
Fear factor:3/l0 Strict rules are
observed. Shooters must point their
guns at the floor when they are not
shooting.
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^ Stay protected from the recoil
of the shotgunwith this shooting
vest ($250,ChyeWhatt Seng).
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ru Protect your
skinfrom the
sun and slather
on the SPF50
Kawaii Tokyo Sun
Survivor sunblock
($42.John Little,
Robinsons
and
majorpharmacies).
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